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ability beach communication     

absence beast  community  

academy beautiful completely 

according because concerning 

account becomes consequences 

accurate beginning constantly 

across believe contemplating 

activities between continue 

adventures bottom convinced 

adventuresome bravely covered 

afraid breakfast  crashing 

again  bright created 

agreed brothers creatures  

along bucket critical 

although burden custody 

amount calmness dangerous

another capable daring 

answers captivated daughter 

apparently carefully decided 

approaching careless decision

aquarium carrying dedicated  

arriving certified denied

asked changing departed  

astounded choice depths 

attack       choose describes 

attempt claims determined

attentively claws developed 

baffled clearly devotion 

bananas  climb different 

banquets communicating digging 
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directed favorite hiding 

directions filled history 

discovered finally horizon

discussed flexible house

distressed flower however 

diver following human 

dreadful force humble 

dropped foresee hungry  

earth fortunately ignored 

easier  forward imagine

eldest friends immediately 

electric frightening immersed 

elsewhere frustrated impact 

encountered future indication 

enjoying gentleness information 

entrusting     gently interest 

evaporate glowing issued 

events granted issues 

eventually green jewel 

everywhere guardian journal 

examination guards kingdom

experienced hands knowledge 

explained happened larger 

explanation happy learned 

exploring hasty legislative  

extensive health letter

faced heard level

faithfully heart lifted 

fascinating heeding light

faster hermit listened 
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listening oceanographers prominent 

longer official promised 

looking options  proposed 

losing organization prosperity

lower ourselves protected 

loyal overwhelming protector 

lunchtime parents puzzled 

majesty particular quietly 

members peaceful quite 

mentioned pending  ready 

messages perched realized 

minutes perhaps reasoned 

monarchy period received 

morning person refuge 

motion persuaded relative 

moving placing release 

muddier point relief 

mysterious position relieved 

named possession remaining 

nearby possibly remember 

never pouch reported 

nevertheless powerful request 

nicknamed precious rescue 

nightfall present responsibility 

noisy press result 

nothing prestigious retreat 

observing previously returned 

occupies      prince revelation 

occurrences princess revive 

ocean probably riding
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royal sounds trapped 

safety special treasures  

scholars starfish treat 

scientific staring truly 

scientists started turbulent 

scuba stone understand 

search storms underwater 

seaweed story undoubtedly 

secure strawberries uneasy

seemed stronger unexpectedly 

sensed succession  unfavorable 

servant suddenly unique 

served sufficient unusual 

settled sunrise versed 

several surprised voice 

sharing swimming waking 

shark tastes walking

shelter  terror warnings 

shoreline thankful watching

shortly thereby weaker 

shovel threat webbed 

shriek throne while  

shrill through  willingly 

sight throughout wings 

similar thundering wonderful 

singing tidewater world

situation together worried 

smaller tossed worse

smell touching  writing 

softly toward younger
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